V
VEHICLES BUILT FOR AN ERA OF FAST GROWING AMOUNTS OF DATA
The acquisition of evidence is a critical point in digital investigations. Our laboratory vehicles are developed to
efficiently collect and analyse large datasets immediately on site. In case of suspicion, you can now bring your fully
independent and completely mobile computer lab directly to the scene of the crime, effortlessly image and analyse

3-5 complete workplaces with a separate office and technical

just as you do back at your HQ! Our vehicles and containers are developed like a kind of mobile forensics tool-kit, so

areas gives maximum noise insulation, ensuring comfortable

you will always have the acquisition hardware, analysing software and workstations on board to find, collect, save

working environments.

and analyse the evidence. IT-forensics, eDiscovery and data recovery can all be professionally applied even in the
most difficult of environments, undercover operations or areas of conflict.

With the correct trained staff, even on-site data recovery is possible, using solutions
from AceLabs and TeelTech.

Built-in access points for internet, internal WIFI and so on, with

„

2 separate monitors for conference calls, outside cameras etc.

Completely independent energy supply and management system
with sophisticated sound and heat insulation. Special AC unit with
improved climate control for hot regions and high humidity.

All vehicle brands possible with a total weight of between
3.5t. to 5t. at this size they are easy to navigate in narrow
streets and heavy traffic, including separate technical areas for
concentrated work environments and extremely quiet quality
generators with a 24hr worldwide spare parts replacement
service.
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MINI VAN PALADIN
All vehicle brands possible with a starting weight of 2.8 t upwards,
including 4x4 vehicles, with office for 3 investigators. Easy to

MH SERVICE

navigate through narrow streets, in heavy traffic, with parking
possible in multi-storey garages.

THE SERVER RACK FEATURES OUR WORLDWIDE UNIQUE SWING RACK
Ingenious engineering, worldwide unique concepts and a specially developed server rack allows the integration

„

of highly sensitive IT-systems into a vehicle that is continuously exposed to vibrations and shocks. Our unique
suspension system ensures that there is no damage to the special electronic components whilst on the move!

Only with our worldwide unique Swing Rack can we guarantee the long-term
safe operation of IT equipment and servers in a moving vehicle.

With 2 complete workplaces and a specially constructed rotatable
seat for a 3rd person for team management. Separate office
and technical areas give maximum noise insulation ensuring
comfortable working environments.

Completely independent energy supply system and UPS with
up to 10 hour battery backup. Generator provides power for 99
hours independent use with special silent mode. Our worldwide
unique Swing Rack enables the long-term secure operation of IT
equipment and servers in a moving vehicle.
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